Predicting future actions from observed partial videos is very challenging as the missing future is uncertain and sometimes has multiple possibilities. To obtain a reliable future estimation, a novel encoder-decoder architecture is proposed for integrating the tasks of synthesizing future motions from observed videos and reconstructing observed motions from synthesized future motions in an unified framework, which can capture the bi-directional dynamics depicted in partial videos along the temporal (past-to-future) direction and reverse chronological (future-back-to-past) direction. We then employ a bi-directional long shortterm memory (Bi-LSTM) architecture to exploit the learned bi-directional dynamics for predicting early actions. Our experiments on two benchmark action datasets show that learning bi-directional dynamics benefits the early action prediction and our system clearly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
Predicting human actions from partially observed action sequences is an important research problem with many realworld applications in visual surveillance, human-machine interaction, and medical monitoring, etc. For example, it would be helpful in medical care if the monitoring system equipped in the hospital can forecast the patients' fall. However, action prediction is very challenging, because the observed action information is usually limited, while the future motions to be predicted are highly uncertain.
Many works have been proposed to address this challenge. Some approaches work by mining action cues from the observed video without explicitly modelling the missed future actions [Ryoo, 2011; Hu et al., 2018a] . For example, [Ryoo, 2011] and matched a test ongoing video with a set of source videos with ground truth action labels, where the similarity is measured by the distance of the corresponding features. [Hu et al., 2018a] proposed a soft-RNN model to utilize temporal dynamic information for action prediction. However, these approaches often perform poorly when the observed actions are no more than 10% of the full video, since they all lack of leveraging the contextual information about the future motions.
Other researchers improved the performance of early action prediction by additionally capturing some contextual information about the future motions. These methods basically rely on the discovered temporal ordering dynamics to work. For instance, [Walker et al., 2017] predicted the visual representation of images in the future. constructed a mapping to the features of full videos from partial videos. However, a common limitation of these approaches is that the unidirectional temporal dynamics they rely to work is usually noisy and do not contain enough contextual information to achieve reliable action prediction.
To improve the understanding of video action contexts, we propose to analyze the action contexts in a bi-directional manner. As shown in Figure 1 , the video playing in two opposite temporal orders both describe that the woman is drinking water, which indicates that: (i) the bi-directional dynamics in action sequence can complement each other; (ii) combining them can obtain more complete action contexts for characterizing human actions. Hence, we argue that the bi-directional temporal contexts could be exploited for obtaining more reliable early action prediction.
Based on the above observations, we develop a novel deep learning framework that takes full advantage of the bidirectional dynamics for early action prediction. Firstly, we introduce a motion synthesis block to generate future motions from observed historical motions to relieve the short-age of contextual information. Secondly, we propose a motion reasoning block to reconstruct the observed historical actions from the synthesized future motions. It works as a form of regularization to the motion synthesis block, forcing it to produce more reliable future estimation. Finally, we employ an early action prediction block to exploit the bi-directional dynamics distilled from the motion synthesis and reasoning blocks for early action prediction. In this way, we can utilize more contextual information than traditional method. All of these blocks form an integrated system for predicting action labels from partially observed videos.
In summary, our contributions are: (i) a novel deep learning framework which learns bi-directional dynamics information in videos for early action prediction; (ii) a complementary encoder-decoder architecture for predicting reliable future motions. Our experiments on two benchmark datasets (UCF 101 and NTU RGB+D action sets) demonstrate that the proposed method can predict actions at early stages and outperform the state-of-the-art by a clear margin on both sets.
Related Work
Action Recognition. Action recognition is a long-term research problem and has been studied for decades. Existing methods mainly focus on modelling the temporal dependencies depicted in the observed successive video frames [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014; Tran et al., 2015; Carreira and Zisserman, 2017] . For instance, construct multi-level video representations for by employing an aggregation module at different convolutional layers. directly averaged the motion cues depicted in different temporal segments in order to capture some temporal dynamic information. [Tran et al., 2015] employed 3D convolution to explicitly model the temporal relationships. [Hu et al., 2018b] proposed to model the relationship among sequences of varied temporal lengths and modalities by a bi-linear pooling operator. These approaches achieved good performance in several benchmark datasets. However, they are specialized for recognizing actions from full videos and can not be used for predicting partial actions.
Early Action Prediction. Different from action recognition, action prediction is to predict the label of ongoing actions based on the partial observation of action executions, which contains less information than the full observation. Recent works have made efforts to recognize actions from partial videos. For instance, [Ryoo, 2011] proposed integral bagof-words (IBoW) and dynamic bag-of-words (DBoW) to discover some dynamic action evident for prediction. [Lan et al., 2014] divided human actions into multiple levels of granularities and developed a max-margin learning framework to learn a robust hierarchical action representation for action prediction. [Hu et al., 2018a] learned an action predictor from both partial sequences and full sequences by learning a set of soft labels for the sub-sequences of varied progress levels. Recently, ] built a deep model called DeepSCN to learn the connections between full videos and partial videos, such that the algorithm can obtain a feature representation by only observing partial sequences. The DeepSCN was further extended by employing the adversarial learning mechanism to constraining the generation of features for full sequences. However, they did not explore the dynamics among the sub-sequences of different progress levels while our approach is able to dig bi-directional dynamics out along with both temporal order and reverse chronological order and make use of them for early action prediction. Motion Synthesis. Human motion synthesis aims to generate future motions based on observed incomplete motions. [Fragkiadaki et al., 2015] established an encoder-recurrentdecoder mechanism to learn the dynamics. [Jain et al., 2016] employed structural RNN to mine spatio-temporal interactions. [Ghosh et al., 2017] proposed the Dropout Autoencoder LSTM (acLSTM) to reduce accumulation of correlated error and thus can capture Long-term dynamics. [Zhou et al., 2018] proposed Auto-Conditioned RNN to fix the problem of error accumulation. More recently, introduced an attention module to modify the highway unit in order to capture more motion context.
Our Approach
We present a novel deep network (DBDNet) to learn bidirectional dynamics in video for early action prediction. Overall, the workflow of our network is summarized as follows. Firstly, we mine the bi-directional action contexts by a complementary encoder-decoder architecture, which predicts future motions from observed action sequences. Then we reversely reconstruct the observed actions from the predicted future motions. Finally, we feed the mined bi-directional dynamics into a Bi-LSTM [Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005 ] to recognize ongoing actions. In the following, we elaborate the architecture of our DBDNet.
Network Architecture for DBDNet
The detailed architecture for DBDNet is presented in Figure  2 . As shown, it consists of three blocks: a motion synthesis block encoding the historical motion cues to generate future motions; a motion reasoning block decoding the future motion information to reconstruct the observed historical motions. The motion synthesis block and reasoning block form an encoder-decoder architecture for producing reliable future motions. Finally, an action prediction block is employed for classifying human actions using the bi-directional dynamics mined from the motion synthesis and reasoning blocks. Overall, the combination of these blocks forms a complete system for predicting action labels from partially observed sequences. In the following, we describe each block in detail.
Learning Motion Synthesis: past-to-future
This block is defined such that it can encode long-term dynamics depicted in the observed motion sequences along with the past-to-future direction. It would propagate the contextual information from the historical frames to the future frames. With this block, our system has the ability of predicting longterm future motion descriptors by only observing a part of the motion sequences.
Considering the error accumulation issue in motion synthesis, we formulate the motion synthesis block using an acLSTM model [Zhou et al., 2018] . To train this module, the ground truth g i and recursive output p i are fed into the Figure 2 . Overall architecture of the proposed DBDNet. For better clarification, the LSTM units with ground truth inputs and recursive inputs are colored with blue and red respectively in this figure. gt indicates the ground truth input at time step t. s p t and s r t are the corresponding hidden states. pt and rt are outputs of the motion synthesis and reasoning blocks. P and R are the sequences of pt and rt stacked along the temporal dimension, respectively. F is the augmented feature generated by element-wisely weighted adding P and R. When training motion synthesis block, the ground truth gt (in blue unit) and recursive output pt (in red unit) are fed into the block in an alternating manner. When training motion reasoning block, the synthesized future frame pt (in blue unit) and recursive output rt (in red unit) are used to reconstruct the ground truth gt in the same way. The mathematical expressions for the motion synthesis block and motion reasoning block can be found in Section 3. The augmented feature F is fed into a Bi-LSTM for predicting the action label of observed videos.
network in an circular fashion, as illustrated in Figure 2 . For every u ground-truth inputs, we add v instances of the block's output into its subsequent input streams. We refer u and v as "ground truth length" and "condition length". Figure 2 is a example with u = 2 (in blue) and v = 2 (in red). Compared with conventional RNN/LSTM techniques, acLSTM has the following advantages. First, it is conditioned on its own output during training and thus can reduce the issue of error accumulation; Second, it allows the network to encode long-term dynamics. We define the loss of this module as:
where G = [g 1 , g 2 , ..., g T ] is the T -length ground truth motion sequence used for model training, which is fed into the synthesis block. P = [p 2 , p 3 , ..., p T +1 ] is the forward dynamic sequences output by the motion synthesis block. p i+1 is given in a recursive form as
where E denotes the encoder architecture, which is instantiated to a LSTM unit here. W p is the corresponding output condition matrix. mod is the modulo operation.
Learning Motion Reasoning: future-back-to-past We define this block for capturing backward propagated dynamics that allow to reconstruct the historical frames from the the synthesized future frames. The outputs of synthesis block P are then fed into this block in a reverse chronological order, for reconstructing the observed historical motions. Thus, the contextual information is explicitly propagated from future to history in this module. It allows the network to decode the synthesized future motions to produce an estimation about the observed historical motions. Here, we also construct our motion reasoning block as acLSTM model, which has a dual structure with the motion synthesis block, as illustrated in Figure 2 . Similar to the motion synthesis module, we minimize the gap between the reconstructed historical motions and the corresponding ground truth motions. The loss function for this module is
where R = [r 1 , r 2 , ..., r T ] stacks the backward dynamics gained by the motion reasoning block. Here, r j is given by
where D indicates the decoder architecture, which is implemented as a LSTM unit here. W r is the output condition matrix for the motion reasoning block. Here, r j is recursively computed in the reverse chronological direction. It is worth noting that this block can also serve as a constraint to the motion synthesis block. Intuitively, a bad prediction of future motions would lead to large loss in the reasoning block, which would guide the algorithm to adjust the parameters of synthesis block. The combination of motion synthesis block and reasoning block forms an encoder-decoder mechanism for producing reliable future motions. It can capture rich bi-directional dynamics in observed videos, which would benefit the prediction of early actions.
Bi-directional Early Action Prediction
Here, we introduce an action prediction block to exploit the bi-directional dynamics for early action prediction. Specifically, we first fuse the features output by the motion synthesis and reasoning blocks to form an augmented feature representation for the observed partial videos, which is defined as F = αP + (1 − α)R. Then, we feed the augmented feature F into a Bi-LSTM architecture to mine more discriminative bi-directional dynamics for early action prediction. Bi-LSTM can use both past and future context in each position, in favor of better utilization of our bi-directional outputs. In this block, a standard cross-entropy loss (denoted by L 3 ) is employed to guide the learning of our prediction block.
Loss Function
We use all the videos (partial and full) to train our DBDNet for early action prediction. Our objective is to minimize the following loss function:
where w 1 and w 2 are parameters to control the contribution of different losses. L i * indicates the training loss of the corresponding block on partial videos with observation ratio i/T .
Model Optimization
It is not easy to directly optimize the DBDNet. Here, we describe a two-step method to determine the model parameters. We empirically found that optimizing DBDNet in this way can obtain a better performance for early action prediction, which will be further discussed in the ablation study section.
Step-1. In this step, we pre-train the parameters of the motion synthesis and reasoning blocks. Here, we freeze the action prediction block and directly minimize loss L 1 + w 1 L 2 over the parameters of the motion synthesis and reasoning blocks. Following the implementation in [Zhou et al., 2018] , we feed the full videos into the motion synthesis and reasoning blocks to train the acLSTMs.
Step-2. In the step-2, we tune all the parameters involved in the DBDNet model by making use of all the partial and full action sequences. Here, we set the parameters "ground truth length" and "condition length" as the lengths of observed videos and future videos to be predicted, respectively. This means that the acLSTM architectures of the motion synthesis and reasoning blocks degenerate into a conventional LSTM in this step, whose parameters remain the same as the corresponding acLSTM. We then jointly train the motion synthesis and reasoning blocks together with the action prediction block by minimizing the loss function defined in Eq. (5).
Experiments
We conducted experiments on two benchmark sets for early action prediction and compared our method with state-of-thearts. In the following, we first describe the implementation details and parameter setting, and then report the results.
Implementation Details
We instantiated motion synthesis block and motion reasoning block as an one-layer acLSTM with a fully connected layer. We defined the action prediction block as an one-layer Bi-LSTM. The weight α for fusing the outputs of motion synthesis and reasoning block was set as 0.6 in all of our experiments. Its effect would be studied in the ablation study. The parameters "condition length" and "ground-truth length" in acLSTMs were set as 1. We set the hidden sizes of acLSTM and Bi-LSTM as 2048 and 768, respectively. We placed a dropout layer on top of Bi-LSTM, where the probability was set as 0.5. We optimized our DBDNet using Adam algorithm with a batch size of 32 in all of our experiments.
For the experiments on UCF101 set, we followed the settings in and [Hu et al., 2018a] and partitioned each video into 10 shorter segments. We used the 3D ResNext-101 network [Hara et al., 2018] pre-trained on Kinetics dataset [Kay et al., 2017] without finetuning 1 to extract visual features. The learning rate was set as 1 × 10 −5 for both the motion synthesis and reasoning blocks, and 5 × 10 −6 for the action prediction block. The parameters w 1 and w 2 were set as 1 and 0.01, respectively.
For the experiments on NTU RGB+D action set, we kept the same evaluation settings as [Hu et al., 2018a] and uniformly divided each full sequence into 40 shorter segments. We then extracted visual features from the RGB and depth channels by training two 16-channel-InceptionResNetV2 networks. We also extracted skeleton features using a 3-layer LSTM network. All the three features were then concatenated together and fed into our DBDNet. The learning rate was set as 1 × 10 −4 for both motion synthesis and reasoning blocks, and 1 × 10 −3 for the action prediction block. The parameters w 1 and w 2 were set as 1 and 0.1 respectively.
Results for Early Action Prediction
In the following, we report and discuss our experimental results on the UCF101 and NTU RGB+D action sets.
UCF101 Dataset
The UCF101 dataset consists of 13,320 videos from 101 action categories. These videos are divided into 25 groups. Following the evaluation criterion in , we used the videos from the first 15 groups for training, the next 3 groups for validation, and the last 7 groups for testing.
We compare our method with approaches including Integral BoW (IBOw), Dynamic BoW (DBoW) [Ryoo, 2011] , MTSSVM [Kong et al., 2014] , DeepSCN , Mem-LSTM , and MSRNN [Hu et al., 2018a] . The detailed comparison results are presented in Figure 3(a) and Table 1 . As shown, our method obtains the best prediction results on this set and outperforms the state-ofthe-art MSRNN by a margin of 2.45% in the term of area 1 https://github.com/kenshohara/3D-ResNets-PyTorch under curve (AUC). Particularly for the actions at very early stages (e.g., less than 20%), our approach has distinct advantage, which demonstrates the effectiveness of learning the bidirectional dynamics in video for early action prediction. By exactly examining the detailed prediction results in Table 1 , we can observe that our method can consistently outperform other approaches on most of the progress levels. It is worthy noting that our method also outperforms the Mem-LSTM by more than 5%, which only utilized the unidirectional temporal dynamics to represent actions. We are pleased to see that our method can obtain an accuracy of 90.58% for the prediction of partial actions with an observation ratio of 50%.
NTU RGB+D Action Dataset
The NTU RGB+D action dataset contains 56,880 RGB+D videos from 60 actions. All of the actions in this set are performed by 40 subjects for several times and captured from different views. This set is very challenging for early action prediction as actions in this set often contain very similar action contents at early stages. For experiments, we employed the cross-subject evaluation protocol described in [Hu et al., 2018a] , where a subset with 40,320 action samples are used for training and the remaining 16,560 samples for test.
We compare our results with KNN [Hu et al., 2018a] , RankLSTM , DeepSCN , and MSRNN [Hu et al., 2018a] . The comparison results are presented in Figure 3 (b) and Table 2 . As can be seen, our DBDNet model can achieve an impressive prediction performance on this set, with an AUC of 61.07%, which outperforms the state-of-the-art by a large margin (about 14%).
Ablation Study
In the following, we evaluate the effectiveness of the pretraining of acLSTM (i.e., step-1 in the model optimization), the influence of parameters α, w 1 , and w 2 . We also study the effect of the reasoning block in our DBDNet. All the experiments are conducted on the NTU RGB+D action dataset. Table 4 . System performances (%) with vs. without pre-training motion synthesis and acLSTM on the NTU RGB+D dataset.
Evaluation on the motion reasoning block. To evaluate the effectiveness of the reasoning block, we implement a baseline by removing it from our DBDNet framework and test the performances. We denote this baseline by no-Reasoning. The results for the prediction of partial videos under varied observation ratio are presented in Table 3 . As can be seen, our method outperforms no-Reasoning over most of the observation ratios, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our reasoning block for DBDNet framework. This also indicates that explicitly learning the backward propagated dynamic from the synthesized future motions to the historical motions is beneficial for early action prediction.
Evaluation on the acLSTM. We have proposed a two-step approach for optimizing our DBDNet in Sec. 3.2. In step-1, we used acLSTMs to pre-train the parameters of motion synthesis and reasoning blocks. Here, we test its influence and implement a baseline directly training DBDNet using step-2. We denote the baseline as No-Pretrain. To validate the effectiveness of acLSTM, we also replace it with a vanilla LSTM and denote this baseline as No-acLSTM. The comparison results are reported in Table 4 . We can observe that the AUC will drop to 58.64% from 61.07% when discarding step-1, which manifests that pre-training acLSTMs is beneficial for our model. The reason is that pre-training acLSTMs can provide a proper initialization for the training of motion synthesis and reasoning blocks in step-2. We also see that replacing acLSTM with vanilla LSTM gets worse results (61.07% vs. 59.62%). This is because that acLSTM has the advantage of reducing error accumulation and can mine more reliable dynamic contexts for achieving better performance.
The influence of α. In our DBDNet, we have employed a weight α to fuse the forward and backward propagated dynamics gained by the motion synthesis and reasoning blocks, respectively. Here, we study the sensitivity of our method to it. The results are tabulated in Table 5 . When α is set to 1, only the synthesis block is used for prediction (60.28%). And when α is set to 0, only the reasoning block is employed (60.84%). The results show that the forward and backward propagated dynamics can complement with each other to obtain a robust feature representation for the ongoing actions. And a proper combination (e.g., α = 0.6) of them can produce better results (61.07%), which confirms the necessity of exploiting bidirectional dynamics for the early action prediction. Note that 1% improvement means that about 160 × 40 Table 6 . System performances (%) with various w1 and w2 on the NTU RGB+D dataset.
partial videos are correctly predicted in NTU RGB+D set.
The influence of w 1 and w 2 . We have employed parameters w 1 and w 2 to control the contribution of the losses for the motion synthesis, motion reasoning, and action prediction blocks. Here, we study their influence. To evaluate the influence of w 1 , we fix w 2 as 0.1 and set w 1 as 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, and 100, respectively. For investigating the effect of w 2 , we change it from 0.001 to 100 and keep w 1 fixed. The detailed results are presented in Table 6 . As shown, our model is quite robust to w 1 and w 2 . A proper combination of the losses gives a better result, generally too small or too large w 1 and w 2 would result in an inferior performance.
Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a deep bi-directional dynamics network (DBDNet) for early action prediction. In the proposed framework, we employed two acLSTMs, which form an encoder-decoder mechanism for producing more reliable future motions, to capture bi-directional dynamics in videos. We also placed a Bi-LSTM on top of the acLSTMs to exploit bi-directional dynamics for predicting ongoing actions. Our experimental results on the UCF101 and NTU RGB+D sets have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed method. 
